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Kwantlen: Institutional Snapshot

● 4 (5) campuses
● 4 libraries
● Roughly 10,000 FTE
● A teaching intensive Polytechnic University in British Columbia
● 16 librarians (not all are full time)
● No university press at this time



Context: KPU and Open Education

● First Zed Cred in Canada
○ Our Zed Cred initiative encompassed more than 350 sections 

taught by more than 100  instructors and saved our students more 
than $1.2 million!

● Faculty are top adopters of Open Textbooks in the province of BC
● KPU course timetable offers a searchable field for Zed Cred sections
● Faculty are able to set up a print-on-demand service for open textbooks
● Institutional Open Education Working Group
● Open Ed small grants 3x per year
● Successful BCcampus grants, internal PD grants, and Ed leaves that focus 

on Open Education
● Open Pedagogy Learning Communty - 2 cohorts
● Have a Special Advisor to the Provost on Open Education

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We continue to be Canada’s leading institutional adopter of open educational resources and the number of faculty who are adopting open textbooks continues to grow rapidly (and now spans every Faculty & School at KPU).This year we launched our (and Canada’s) second Zed Cred program, leading to the Adult Graduation Diploma (our first one, launched in Fall 2017, leads to the Certificate in Arts). Overall, our Zed Cred initiative encompassed more than 350 sections taught by more than 100 instructors and saved our students more than $1.2 million!Our course timetable now offers a searchable field for Zed Cred sections.Faculty are now able to set up a print-on-demand service for open textbooks, thanks to the support of the KPU Bookstore & Print Shop.During Open Access week the KPU Library soft-launched OPUS, an open publishing suite that supports faculty and staff who are creating and adapting open educational resources. You will hear more about this service in the new year.We had two cohorts of cross-disciplinary faculty learning communities on open pedagogy this year. As interest in this innovative approach to teaching and learning continue to grow, several workshops will be offered to faculty in the new year, in partnership with the Teaching & Learning Commons.KPU faculty and staff received several grants from BCcampus to support our continued work in open education. Several others have successfully received Creative Capital grants, 0.6% PD fund awards, and paid educational leave to support their open education projects.



Library as Publisher - Who and How?

- Library as initiator
- Open Ed office support
- First step, Pressbooks trainers
- Second step, conversion services
- Successful grant applications
- More grants
- Onward to sustainability!

We can do 
something 
here. 
Right?

I can 
help!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Started with a text I received from my University Librarian while we were both sitting at a presentation at the BC Open Textbook Summit where we listened to faculty discuss how difficult it was to make the leap from their notes to a PressbookWe had already been delivering Pressbooks training and had noticed that we had the same faculty show up - meaning they probably were not making progress on actually using the software and then required retrainingReceived a small internal grant to proof the conceptWere successful with a larger BCcampus grant to put it into placeJust nearing the end of that and know we have a long way to go, but are happy where we are atNo new resources from the Library - just looking at repurposing existing!



OPUS

Open Publishing Suitelishing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And so OPUS was born



OPUS Landing Page - Where it all starts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each of these squares is actually a form for faculty to fill out Forces the faculty member to think about what they are asking for



Pressbooks Form & 
Charter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pressbooks formIs it their work? Adaptation?Copyright?References?Funding from other sources?



Pressbooks 
Workflow

1. Open Office | Library initiated
All referred to webform

2. Initial Email | In person meeting
3. Mutually agreed on Charter
4. Development - could involve 

Libtechs,  Contract librarians
5. Could be several cycles of review
6. Sign off! (Celebrate?)

•

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Steps are numbered but can move back and forth between themTrying to push all projects through the webform which forces people to consider certain issues (ie. references, copyright, licensing)First book had 12 pages of uncompleted referencesWe used our contract reference librarians to finish the references on a one drive joint documentAll project where conversion takes place require a charter so that both librarian and faculty member agree on what the project parameters areDevelopment - largest circle b/c it is the longest phase!Not circular b/c it can be sometimes Final review - sometimes have to be delicate b/c it can sit for a while with faculty members finish off their teaching term.All the documents - webforms, charters can be provided for your use.



Relationships

Open Education Office - Formal partnership

● Marketing | Finds faculty who want to teach in the Open | Administering grants  |  Zed Cred

Teaching & Learning Office - Informal partnership

● Collaborate on training opporutnities

Continuing Professional Studies - Support! | They really need us!

● Manage the KPU Pressbooks Install | Hosted but with no User support

IT department - Relief!  | They don’t have to provide support for Pressbooks!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KPU Pressbooks installationOpen Support queue



What Have 
We Published?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
About to submit a study guide for the intro to Psychology that is already on the BCcampus siteFarrier program - only 1 textbook about to be published in the USQualifying math - recently received another grantAbout 4 textbooks in progress where faculty require period phone or in person support but library is not actually doing conversion for them



Ryerson Snapshot

● 45,000 students
● 100+ undergraduate and graduate 

programs
● OJS journal support & Ryerson Digital 

Repository 5832+ 
● Started with OE Publishing Support in 2016
● Started a Ryerson-hosted Pressbooks 

instance in 2016
● Support OER publishing 10+ titles
● Started Scholarly Publishing monograph 

support in 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pressbooks in 2016Started with support for OERFaculty interested in publishing beyond OE



Faculty: Alternative to Commercial Publishers

Discussions with faculty about alternatives: 

● Dissatisfied with traditional publishing models, copyright transfers, and royalties
● Trend for Self-Publishing - but want authority of an Institution not Vanity Press
● Hearing from colleagues who are successfully self-publishing, or publishing monographs 

in OA form (DOAB)
● Prestige issue  re: journal metrics is not as much of an issue with monographs
● Scholarly Presses looking for alternative modes of funding that include pre-pay or grants, 

publishing fewer texts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some faculty have expressed dissatisfaction with traditional publishing and full rights transfer, with minimal royaltiesThey have colleagues who are self-publishingMonographs don’t have the same prestige barrier - re: metrics with journalsScholarly Presses and some OA Monograph presses asking for APCs or grants

https://www.doabooks.org/


University Scholarly Content Opportunities
● Format costs might not be born by publishers, cancelled agreements
● Grey literature
● ISBN requests 
● Limitations of PDF and web site publishing for monographs for longevity and preservation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Universities have many opportunities to formalize publishing outputs:Faculty may have book deals that fall through if the publisher does not see the book as profitable, aor marketable and are looking for alternative avenusesGrey Literature that needs a place to goISBN requests, many universities issue their own ISBNs and that can be a good opportunity to identify potential publicationsThere may be essay collections, etc. that are existing as webpages that can be published as a monograph



Scholarly Publishing vs OE Licensing 

● Faculty seem to prefer scholarly publishing licensing that is either traditional or a more limited 
Creative Commons licence

● For example CC-BY-NC-ND for scholarly work 
● In contrast our Ryerson OER books are licenced under Creative Commons licences that are 

CC-BY or CC-BY-NC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scholarly work creative commons licensing tends to not be as openly lcienced  as OER



Alternative Licensing Models 

● Our publishing program was envisioned to be an OA Press (Pressbooks does not have a closed 
version)

● Adapted to include a pay-to-open approach based on Instructor feedback
● One publication: 3 year pay for model - with money going to researcher for other publishing 

projects, ancillary material creation, stating the intentions to go open on the website
● Affordable online PDF purchase, all royalties going to author
● After three-five years turn CC-BY-NC-ND

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Piloting a fee - to - open model for Scholarly publishing, after a 3-5 year period,so faculty can use some of the income for new projects 



Sample Licensing Agreement

1. In order to facilitate the publication and distribution of the Content in Ryerson’s open access publishing program 
instance, the Author hereby grant to Ryerson after a period of 3 years from the date this contract is signed a non-
exclusive, royalty-free, irrevocable, worldwide, sublicenseable  license to produce, reproduce, copy, publish, 
translate, distribute and otherwise use the Content in whole or in part in electronic, print audio-visual or by any and 
all media now or hereafter known or devised for the full term of the copyright, and all renewals and extensions 
thereof under the condition that the Author is given credit as the Author of the Content.

1. Ryerson confirms that any sublicenses of the Content will be made available to third parties under a Creative 
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0) license three years from the date 
that this contract is signed. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Contract can specify a date, and the book will become CC within a specified time period (3-5 years)



Project Supports Offered by Library

● Copyright /Licensing Support
● Author Training and Workshops
● Grant writing
● Funding
● Experiential Learning Student Support
● OER Research/Image Support
● Authoring Software (Pressbooks, Scalar, H5P)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sally - Copyright /Licensing Support (Ann Copyright and CC; Sally CC Certificate)Author Training and Workshops (Pressbooks Training at several levels)Grant writing (Assisting with preparation of Grants)Funding - Recent 3 grants of $10K each to support faculty creation and adoption of OER; hope to continue this program in the coming yearsExperiential Learning Student Support (Usually have part time students working on various projects in the Library - ereserve, scanning, graphic design - able to get them to assist, provide experience to them) Will try to hire dedicated Digital Publication Assistant this summerOER Research/Image Support - some student, some staffAuthoring Software (Pressbooks, Scalar, H5P) - Hosting this software and moreTwo Librarians, student staff, some IT support



Authoring 
Software

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like Kwantlen, Ryerson is heavily dependent on Pressbooks for our authoring�The Library manages the Pressbooks software Installation, Maintenance, Configuration, Accounts, Book sites, Plugins for Pressbooks - install and configureAuthor requests for additional features 



Book Analytics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Authors like to know how many times their book is downloaded viewed. Had Google Analytics set up on our Pressbooks site - individual authors not able to see (and info for all books is combined).  Authors wanted their own stats.Experimented with a couple ways of doing this - ended up creating views in GA and providing access to the individual authors



Pressbooks Training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Robust Programme 3 levelsIntro for interested folks - to whet their appetite; get them interested and thinking of projects, chance to experimentBasic training for authors (and their students) who have a book projectTailored to their needs; done at point of needAdvanced  - Interactivity (h5p, hypothes.is, Glossary)



What we are Publishing - OER

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Primarily OERContinuing Education Textbooks (Web Accessibility)  Pretty self-sufficient, consult on tech issueseCampusOntario funded textbooks (4) - very collaborative projects - multiple departmentsPrivate books - Capstone Project Guide (designed to be a guide for students in the Info Tech Management Capstone Course) Public Domain Books (experimentation purposes initially) - Area of growthOther Projects (more one-off at this point, but growing in number)



What we are Publishing - Collections 
● Initially a website:  http://futureoflocalnews.org/

● Scholarly anthology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently exists as a website which worked for a while but there were issues with some of the authors (European authors of one of the articles) not getting credit for their work as they need to be published in a book with an ISBNLuckily Library administers ISBNsAnd we have a publishing platform - PressbooksContent has been transferred - awaiting multimedia content

http://futureoflocalnews.org/


What we are Publishing - Hybrid Model

Architecture Hybrid Textbook

Formats - Flipbook, Online book, Print PDF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hybrid in a couple of ways 1 =  that it is scholarly/trade/teaching2 = hybrid in sense of somewhat commercial now but will become OER.  Price point of $15 for students seems to be the limit that they are willing to pay for a pdfChallenge here was the landscape format of the book (traditional publishers not keen on this format) and the desire of the authors to have some sort of flipbook teaser



What we are Publishing - Flipbooks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Internet Archive - experience with this on Digital Humanities projects (Experience in working with other projects very useful in being able to suggest potential solutions)Flipbuilder - easy to use, free version has a watermark



https://issuu.com/detailingarchitecture/docs/detailing_architecture_flip_version

Presenter
Presentation Notes
iSSUU - Digital Content Distribution sitemagazines, newspapers and portfolios, to catalogs, DIY guides, community programsPlan costs vary

https://issuu.com/detailingarchitecture/docs/detailing_architecture_flip_version


University of Victoria Snapshot
Libraries ePublishing Services

● 2007 - Pilot
● Journals and Books
● Explore new models of publishing
● To advance research, teaching, and 

learning
● Staff

○ 1 librarian
○ Coordinator/Permissions Expert
○ Designer: outsourced/in-house 

staff
● Grant funded

Libraries Publication Series

● 2013
● Continuing series devoted to our 

archives & special collections
● Staff

○ 1 librarian
○ Designer - outsourced
○ Copy-editing contract

● Grant / Project funding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You have seen 2 different examples of library publishing programs.As with developing any program – need to ask why create a publishing program:Perceived needAlternative to conventional publishing, new teaching curriculumDo you conduct a needs assessment? OR start small from hosting, offering training related to publishing, do one off book projects, then develop a holistic program with what you’ve learnt.At UVic we have 2 library publications seriesUVic Libraries’ ePublishing Services established as a pilot in 2007.Started with offering a journal publishing/hosting service that morphed into adding monograph publishingThis is a common place to start – least amount of commitment of resources; and supports OA publishing; ongoing commitment; students can learn about publishing – editing, reviewing, managing a journalVISION: comes from UNIV. strategic plan - to “enhance the societal benefit derived through mobilization of research knowledge … across disciplines,”MISSION: It serves to extend the reach and reputation of the university through the publication of scholarly, artistic, and educational books and journals that advance research, teaching, and learning.Primarily a digital open access publishing program,Aims to explore new modes of scholarly publishing,While making works available simultaneously in print and digital formats,For a varied audience.Books projects – one time commitment for author and library with each book projectBook publishing program started as individual projects rather than a full-fledged library publishing programProgram works with scholars at the university to enable success in knowledge dissemination.Publish about 3 books a yearGrant funded*** Not a Press but a Service; not competing with traditional pressesStaffing: - as what is on the slidesLibrary Publications SeriesSee slide for informatin



Project vs Program

● Small
● Cost and resources
● Stakeholders are few
● Risks are low
● BUT - expectations, resp. for 

communications not clearly defined

● Many projects → program
● Potential impact
● Org. collaboration & multiple 

stakeholders
● More staff
● Sustainability - funding

John Warren, “Should I Publish?” https://youtu.be/Nzdr0hKLLX0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Projects and Program not exclusive of each other.

https://youtu.be/Nzdr0hKLLX0


Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remember quality in production is important. Here’s a general overview of our content development plan.Offer a suite of services as an alternative to traditional publishing channels and�provides wide dissemination of research, at a lower cost.Open access publicationOnline and PODI’ll focus on 3 aspects of workflowInitial ReviewDesignMarketing and IndexingGrant application assistance



Book Proposal
● Proposal with sample chapters.
● Reviewed by UL and AUL

Content
● Length/Sections/Division in the book
● Images: Quantity and quality
● Delivery formats
● Timelines 
● Design outsourcing or in-house

Grants
● University
● External

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Book ProposalProposal with sample chapters.Reviewed by UL and AULContent – Once accepted we review the following:Length/Sections/Division in the bookAre there images/tables/photographs: what quality (TIFF files)/complexity? What delivery formats are being consideredAudience - look and feel, language, images usedCreate timelines for:§  author review/style guidelines§  permissions,§  author rights,§  licensing§  delivery formats§  Timelines – for copy editing, author revisions, galley revisions§  design – outsourcing or in-house§  budget/grant funding so don’t have to charge fees§  marketing Authors - are more involved in the production of the book. Not the same if they went with a commercial publisher.Timelines for creation  may be shorter – but expectations are NOT



● Resources
○ In-house capacity vs  outsource 

● Approval of costs
● High quality graphics
● Design to fit content
● If outsourcing: 2-3 templates designs

○ combine aspects if needed
● Choice of fonts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resources: in-house capacity to create or outsource the design and layoutWhen to choose in-house vs contract outApproval of costs: 50% up front / 50% prior to delivery of files to printerGalley revisions - $85hrHigh quality graphics: need for cropping, combining images, etc.Formatting on page – design to fit the contentIf outsourcing: get 2-3 templates designs to choose from; combine aspects if neededChoose fonts that you have access to



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Get estimate from designer



Examples

https://oac.uvic.ca/press

https://oac.uvic.ca/press


Cover design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Find ideas and inspirationStick to your genreGraphics software (e.g. Photoshop, GIMP)Images and TypographyKeep it simpleTitle, subtitle, and authorDon’t forget to look at your cover at a small sizeThumbnail sizedSome basic design elements to think about when designing a coverAlignment: position of elements in relation to each otherProximity: grouping related elements together, either through physical proximity or other ways of connecting (colour, font, size, etc.)Hierarchy: what is most important? Establish and communicate the main messageContrast: elements that are in opposition to each otherRepetition: patterns, consistency, organizationColour: colour theory, associations, moodPositive and Negative Space: positive space is the subject or main focus, negative space is what surrounds. Absence of information is still information – use it for better visual compositionBalance: proper distribution of elements, stability, symmetrical or asymmetrical



● Institutional Repository
● Ebook Vendor: ProjectMUSE
● Flyer, blog, twitter, departments, email, listservs, 

newsletter,  university communications, etc.
● Book launch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
·         Institutional Repository·         Flyer – blog, twitter, departments, email, listservs, university communications, etc.·         Book launch – with Bookstore·         Ebook vendors: Project Muse OA publishing program (https://muse.jhu.edu/)§  Deliver OA books via platform to any individuals or institutions for no fee§  CC license§  $150 to convert to XML§  No access restrictions§  Perpetual license·         Awards – submission to association; need to submit print copies§  Distinguished Book Award from American Alliance for Theatre and Education (trade book)·         Pre-Review or Post review– either in forward, back cover, and external reviewers§  If authors are affiliated – then why do we need peer review?§  Staff in library not able to assess quality§  Can’t compete with conventional publisher



Grants Menu

● Demand for web hosting 
and publishing

● Long term curation & 
preservation of digital 
outputs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Offer a basic suite of digital publishing services as in- kind contributions to grant proposals. If additional customization and development is required, the library will consult with the research team to determine what additional costs should be included in the funding proposal.o   Digital asset managemento   Metadata consultationo   Exhibits & Discoveryo   Digital Preservationo   Digitization Centreo   Research Data Managemento   Book publishing, journal hosting



Future
● Kwantlen

○ Formalize our service including style guides, standardized book covers, KPU Pressbooks installation
○ Further develop sustainable model - take it from pilot to full service

● Ryerson
○ Hybrid Model of Publishing
○ OER, Scholarly, Creative Outputs
○ More Student Experiential Learning Opportunities
○ More supports that may include editing

● UVic
○ Author Publishing Agreement and DOI assignment
○ Advisory Board, Peer Review?
○ Textbooks - Undergrad Student Society, Technology & Learning unit



Challenges

● Why this space?
● Who to partner with?
● What are author expectations?
● How to managing timelines and priorities?
● Who handles copyright permissions / licensing?
● Where do cost overruns occur?
● Do we offer Print on Demand?
● Bringing library employees on board?
● Funding priorities?



Resources

● Kwantlen - OPUS - Open Publishing Suite
● Ryerson  - Pressbooks
● UVic ePublishing Services / Library Publications Series

http://www.kpu.ca/library/OPUS
http://pressbooks.library.ryerson.ca
https://onlineacademiccommunity.uvic.ca/press/books/
https://www.uvic.ca/library/about/ul/publications/index.php


Thank you

Caroline Daniels caroline.daniels@kpu.ca
Ann Ludbrook aludbrook@ryerson.ca
Sally Wilson swilson@ryerson.ca
Inba Kehoe ikehoe@uvic.ca
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